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Crystallographic and magnetic transitions in CeVO3: A neutron diffraction study
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Polycrystalline CeVO3 has been studied by neutron powder diffraction~NPD!, specific heat, and magneti-
zation measurements. CeVO3 becomes magnetically ordered belowTN'136 K and an anomalous-
diamagnetism effect is observed belowTt'124 K under zero-field-cooling conditions. Simultaneously, a
crystallographic transition is observed by NPD atTt , from the high-temperature orthorhombic structure, space
groupPnma, to a low-temperature monoclinic structure, space groupP21 /n. When cooling the sample across
this transition the perovskite distortion evolves from the O type, withb/(cA2).1, to the O8 type, character-
ized byb/(cA2),1, involving a significant increase in the distortion of the VO6 octahedra. Neutron diffrac-
tion measurements revealed that, belowTN , the magnetic ordering is characterized by the propagation vector
k50, concerning only the vanadium magnetic moments, which adopt a spin arrangement given by the basis
vector (0,0,Gz). Thus, the magnetic moments are antiferromagnetically coupled in thea-c plane, and thea-c
layers couple ferromagnetically along theb direction. At around 50 K there is a transition to a different
magnetic spin arrangement, also characterized byk50. A ferromagnetic component appears on the V31

cations, which adopt the magnetic structure (Fx,0,Gz); on the other hand, the cerium magnetic moments also
become ordered with a spin arrangement given by (Fz8,0,Gz8). At T52.6 K the magnetic moments for the V31

and Ce31 ions are 1.72(4)mB and 0.46(3)mB , respectively.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.144429 PACS number~s!: 75.25.1z
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth orthovanadates with the chemical form
RVO3 form a very interesting system that exhibits outstan
ing physical properties, such as anomalous diamagne
and a simultaneous crystallographic-antiferromagnetic tr
sition. The compounds of this system are semiconductin
insulating, although some of them, such as the Mott insula
YVO3 oxide, can become metallic by carrier doping.

The first crystallographic studies reported in the fifti
describedRVO3 from R5Pr to Lu as orthorhombic,1–3 with
a'c'A2ap andb'2ap , Pnmaspace group~the long axis
parallel to theb direction!, whereas LaVO3 was considered
to be cubic witha'A2ap , beingap the lattice parameter o
the ideal cubic perovskite. A subsequent work carried out
LaVO3 showed that this compound is also orthorhombic, i
structural with GdFeO3.4 A decrease in the orthorhombi
unit-cell volume is observed on decreasing the ionic rad
of the R31 cation, as expected by the lanthanide contract
effect.

Below the magnetic ordering temperature, withTN rang-
ing from 137 K for LaVO3 to 101 K for LuVO3,5 the mem-
bers of the series adopt an antiferromagnetic-canted m
netic structure. BelowTN only the V31 ions contribute to the
long distance ordering, which exhibit a magnetic mom
value in good agreement with the 3d2 electronic configura-
tion S51. From La to Dy~except for Sm, Eu, and Gd whos
magnetic structure has not been determined due to the st
0163-1829/2003/68~14!/144429~11!/$20.00 68 1444
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neutrons absorption! the magnetic structure of the rare-ear
orthovanadates isG type, whereas from Ho to Lu and for Y
the structure is defined by the basis vectorA ~in both cases
within the Pnmasetting!. In the ordered region, a rearrang
ment of the magnetic moments has been reported for som
the rare-earth orthovanadates. A reorientation of the m
ments has been observed in PrVO3 and NdVO3.5 In YVO3,
the magnetic structure was described to change fromAzFy to
GxFz belowTs577 K ~Pnmasetting!, although a subsequen
study established that the structure belowTs is AzFy , and it
is defined byGxFz for Ts,T,TN .6 The neutron diffraction
study also showed a small ferromagnetic component, s
gesting the presence of a weak ferromagnetism effect.

The magnetic properties of the rare-earth orthovanad
have been well studied;5,7–19 the most singular feature is th
presence of the anomalous diamagnetism effect. In LaV3,
below a characteristic transition temperatureTt , some de-
grees belowTN , a sharp drop in the field cooled~FC! sus-
ceptibility is observed, reaching a negative value. A simi
behavior takes place in the zero field cooled~ZFC! suscep-
tibility in CeVO3. This anomalous diamagnetism is asso
ated with a reversal of the weak ferromagnetic compon
caused by a cooperative first-order magnetostrict
distortion16,20 at Tt . Although in polycrystalline samples o
YVO3 the anomalous diamagnetism phenomenon is not
served, in single crystals, a reversal of the ferromagn
component with respect to the applied magnetic field is d
played in the temperature interval 77,T,95 K.19 The mag-
netostrictive distortion is related to a crystallographic tran
©2003 The American Physical Society29-1
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A. MUÑOZ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 144429 ~2003!
tion that occurs a few degrees belowTN . The orthorhombic
magnetic structure becomes monoclinic, as it has been
scribed for LaVO3,4 YVO3,21 and for YbVO3.15 The crys-
tallographic transition is clearly observed in the specific-h
measurements of these three rare-earth orthovanadates22–25

On the other hand, for the rare-earth orthovanadates for
with the lighter rare-earth atoms, the crystallographic tran
tion is accompanied by a change in the type of orthorhom
distortion. At room temperature the structure is O orthorho
bic with b/(A2c).1, whereas the distortion become
O8, b/(A2c),1, ~Pnma setting in both cases!, below the
crystallographic transition.

A detailed study of the subtle structural changes exp
enced by RVO3 perovskites for the lighter terms of the seri
is lacking. In this work we have followed the structural tra
sition experienced by CeVO3 from neutron diffraction. We
also present accurate structural data at RT and 2 K from high
resolution neutron diffraction data. On the other hand
magnetic structure and its thermal evolution belowTN has
also been investigated. The characterization of the sam
has been completed with susceptibility and specific h
measurements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

CeVO3 perovskite was prepared in polycrystalline for
by soft-chemistry procedures. Stoichiometric amounts
analytical grade Ce(NO3)3•6H2O and NH4VO3 were dis-
solved in citric acid; the citrate1nitrate solutions were
slowly evaporated, leading to an organic resin containing
homogeneous distribution of the involved cations. This re
was first dried at 120 °C and then slowly decomposed
temperatures up to 800 °C in air, for 2 h. This treatment g
rise to CeVO4, conformed as a highly reactive precurs
material. The final reduction process was performed
1160 °C for 12 h in a H2 /N2 ~15%/85%! flow.

The susceptibility measurements were performed in
commercial SQUID magnetometer. The dc susceptibi
curve was obtained both under zero-field cooling~ZFC! and
field-cooling ~FC! conditions, and in both cases under a
Oe magnetic field and for temperatures ranging from 1.8
300 K. The specific heat measurements were carried out
semiadabatic He calorimeter with a3He insert, using the
heat-pulsed method for temperatures going from 0.35 to
K under a zero and 10, 30, 60, and 90 kOe magnetic fie

High-resolution neutron powder diffraction~NPD! pat-
terns were collected at room temperature and at 2 K at the
D2B diffractometer of the Institut Laue-Langevin i
Grenoble~France!, with a wavelength of 1.59 Å. A set o
NPD patterns were also dynamically acquired between
and 300.5 K at the high-flux D20 diffractometer, with
wavelengthl52.40 Å. The data were acquired in the he
ing run @1 K min ~Ref. 1!#, being the counting time of 5 min
per diagram. The sequential NPD patterns were used to s
the magnetic structure and its thermal evolution, as well a
follow the subtle changes in the crystallographic structu
The neutron diffraction data were analyzed by the Rietv
method,26 using theFULLPROF program27 for the refinement
of the crystallographic and the magnetic structures. In
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fitting, the profile was simulated by a pseudo-Voigt functi
and the background was adjusted with a fifth-degree poly
mial function.

III. RESULTS FROM MAGNETIC AND SPECIFIC HEAT
MEASUREMENTS

A. Magnetic measurements

The thermal evolution of the zero field cooling~ZFC! and
the field cooling~FC! susceptibility curves obtained under
50 Oe magnetic field are shown in Fig. 1. The ZFC and
FC curves coincide at high temperature and split out be
136 K, indicating the appearance of a magnetic order w
TN'136 K. On decreasing temperature belowTN a change
in the slope of the susceptibility of the FC curve occurs
aroundTt'124 K. Simultaneously, the ZFC susceptibilit
that decreases on decreasing the temperature belowTN , be-
comes negative belowTt @see inset~a! in Fig. 1#, what im-
plies a reversal of the magnetization with respect to the
plied magnetic field. This behavior of the magne
susceptibility is in good agreement with previous experim
tal measurements presented by Nguyenet al.17 The ZFC
magnetization decreases monotonically with temperat
experiencing a more pronounced variation below 50 K. B
low 7 K the susceptibility tends to saturation. In the pa
magnetic region, the inverse of the dc susceptibility does
present a linear behavior@inset~b! in Fig. 1#, therefore, in the
temperature interval 210,T,270 K, and in a first approxi-
mation, the dc susceptibility is fitted according to the Cur
Weiss lawx5C/T2QP)1x0 . C is the Curie constant,QP
is the Weiss temperature, andx0 is the temperature indepen
dent term. The fitting givesC52.04(2) emu K/mol, a para
magnetic temperatureQP52206(3) K andx050.0010(3)

FIG. 1. Thermal evolution of the dc susceptibility measur
under a 50 Oe magnetic field, in zero field-cooling~ZFC! and field-
cooling ~FC! conditions. Inset:~a! Thermal evolution of the suscep
tibility ~ZFC! below 150 K;~b! Inverse of the susceptibility in the
temperature range 210,T,270 K ~ZFC!.
9-2
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CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AND MAGNETIC TRANSITIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 144429 ~2003!
emu/mol K. Thex0 term is mainly due to the Van Vleck–
type contribution caused by the influence of the crystal fi
on the Ce31 ions. The Curie constant implies an effectiv
magnetic momentmeff54.0(1) mB . The system is compose
of two different sublattices of spins V31 and Ce31 and, in a
first order approximation, by considering them as two no
interacting systems of isolated spins, the effective magn
moment can be estimated through the relationship28,29meff

5A@meff(V
31)#21@meff(Ce31)#2. On assuming that both

sublattices of spins are in the ground state, withmeff(V
31)

52.83mB ~spin only, S51)and meff(Ce31)
52.54mB (2F5/2), an effective magnetic moment value
3.80mB is obtained, which is in good agreement with t
experimental value.

B. Specific heat measurements

The thermal variation of the specific heatCP under a zero
magnetic field is represented in Fig. 2. On decreasing
temperature, a sharp anomaly is observed, which is form
by the convolution of two peaks. The high temperatu
shoulder corresponds to the onset of magnetic ordering
TN'136 K, whereas the second one, with a maximum
aroundTt'124 K, corresponds to a crystallographic tran
tion, as it will be shown from the neutron diffraction dat
Both anomalies are in good agreement with the results of
susceptibility measurements. On the other hand, as
clearly shown in Fig. 3, in the lowest temperature region
specific heat curve exhibits the characteristic behavior gi
by a Schottky-like anomaly. In order to estimate the ma
netic contribution to the specific heat curve under a z
magnetic field, the contribution due to the lattice vibratio
must be evaluated. The specific heat of the nonmagnetic
isostructural compound LaScO3, measured in the tempera
ture interval 1.8,T,164.8 K is shown in Fig. 2. On assum
ing that the lattice contribution to the specific heat in CeV3
is the same as in LaScO3, the magnetic contribution can b
estimated by a simple subtraction of both curves~inset in
Fig. 2! with the corresponding weigh factors. In the cur
corresponding to the magnetic contribution of the spec
heat~inset in Fig. 2!, in addition to the anomalies atTN and
Tt , another two anomalies are observed, one at aroundTCe

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the specific heat with
magnetic field. Inset: Magnetic contribution to the specific heat
14442
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'50 K and another one at aroundTCF'20 K. As it will be
shown in the magnetic structure resolution, the transition
TCe corresponds to the ordering of the Ce31 sublattice. As
regarding the transition atTCF, as it will be pointed out later
on, it is due to a transition between the two lowest doubl
of the three Krammers doublets associated with the C31

ion. The entropy change that takes place in the tempera
range 3.1,T,150 K and that has been estimated with t
expression* (Cmagn/T)dT, is DS518.26 J/mol K.

The specific heat curves measured under different m
netic fields are represented asCP /T versusT in Fig. 3. Ac-
cording to Fig. 3, there are no significant differences betw
the different curves, except in the Schottky anomaly. T
anomaly is associated with the Ce31 ions. The ground state
of the Ce31 ion is 2F5/2 with a J55/2 multiplet, that, for an
odd number of electrons, splits into three Kramers doubl
due to the crystal field effect. The ground state is a doub
and as the Schottky anomaly appears at very low temp
ture, it can be assumed that only this doublet is involved
the Schottky effect. The two levels of the doublet are se
rated either because of the internal magnetic field origina
both for the Ce-Ce and Ce-V exchange interactions or
cause the presence of an external magnetic field. The spe
heat for the two level Schottky specific heat30 is

CSchottky5pRS D

T D 2 g0

g1

eD/T

F11S g0

g1
DeD/TG2 ~1!

where p is the number of atoms in a molecule,R is the gas
constant,D is the energy separation between the lowes
first excited level, andg0 andg1 are, respectively, the degen
eracy of both energy levels. The maximum value of the s
cific heat happens atTmax

g0

g1
eD/Tmax5

~D/Tmax!12

~D/Tmax!22
~2!

and atTmax the maximum value of the specific heat is

ut FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the specific heat under
ferent applied magnetic fields. Inset: Enhancement ofCp versus
T/Tmax.
9-3
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CSchottky~max!5
pR

4 F S D

Tmax
D 2

24G . ~3!

For the Ce31 ions, p51 and (g0 /g1)51, so on consid-
ering the experimentalTmax and CSchottky ~max!, the energy
split between both levels has been determined for the dif
ent specific heat curves measured under different magn
fields ~see Table I!. The entropy content for the specific hea
calculated through the expression* (Cp /T)dT, is included
in Table I. The theoretical entropy content of the Schot
curve can be evaluated if it is taken into consideration t
there are two levels, henceDS5Rln(2)55.76 J/mol. The
experimental values are below the calculated one.

For a better comparison, the Schottky curves are plo
as CP versusT/Tmax ~inset of Fig. 3!. For T,Tmax, the
specific heat decreases with temperature and it tends tow
zero; however, forT.Tmax, CP decreases on increasin
temperature only under a low magnetic field (B50, 1 T!; for
B53, 6, and 9 T,CP tends to increase above a critical tem
perature that for higher magnetic field is closer to theTmax.
This behavior can be accounted for, on considering the
level Schottky specific heat. For the low magnetic fie
curves both theTmax and the energy split of both levelsD is
small, so the Schottky behavior dominates. ForT,Tmax the
ground state tends to be the most populated in such a
that, on decreasing temperature, the thermal energy is
enough to populate the excited level: therefore the spe
heat tends to zero. ForT.Tmax, on increasing temperature
both levels tend to be equally populated and the specific
tends to decrease. For high magnetic fields,Tmax andD are
much higher, hence forT.Tmax the contributions of the lat-
tice and magnetic excitations to the specific heat increase
hide the Schottky behavior.

Under a zero magnetic field, the thermal evolution of t
magnetic contribution~inset in Fig. 2! shows a Schottky-type
behavior above 4 K with a maximum at aroundTCF'20 K.
This can be associated with a transition to the first exc
Krammers doublet, which could start to participate in th
temperature range. However, this anomaly does not vary

TABLE I. Analysis of the Schottky specific heat anomaly.

B ~T! Tm~K! D~K! DS~J/molK!

0 0.43 0.88 0.57
1 0.65 1.36 0.74
3 1.46 3.04 a

6 2.70 5.62 1.19
9 4.40 9.20 1.00

aThe temperature range is not enough for a correct evaluation o
entropy
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applying a magnetic field, in contrast with the variatio
found in the Schottky anomaly at much lower temperatur
This feature can be associated with the fact that this anom
is meanly due to the energy separation between the cent
gravity of both doublets, which is only determined by th
crystal field. This mechanism would be possible if the ene
separation between the doublets is much greater than
splitting of the excited Krammers doublet. By considering
two level scenario, and from the values observed in theCmagn
curve ~inset Fig. 2!, the center of gravity of both doublet
would be separated by aD'47 K energy.

IV. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS

A. Crystallographic structure

The refinement of the crystal structure at room tempe
ture was carried out from a high resolution neutron diffra
tion pattern acquired with a wavelengthl51.59 Å. The
Bragg reflections of the pattern could be indexed by cons
ering an orthorhombic unit cell, space groupPnma. This
structure contains a single position for V atoms, and t
independent positions for oxygens O1 (4c) and O2 (8d).
The lattice parameter values obtained in the fitting are p
sented in Table II. The atomic positions and some selec
atomic distances are listed in Tables III and IV, respective
The good agreement between experimental and calcul
NDP profiles after the Rietveld refinement is displayed
Fig. 4~a!. No extra peaks were detected in the NPD patt
that could indicate the presence of impurities in the sam

A set of sequential NPD patterns collected between
and 300.5 K with a wavelengthl52.40 Å, were considered
to analyze the crystal structure evolution across the anom
observed aroundTN . On decreasing the temperature belo
TN some changes in some of the Bragg reflections are sy
tomatic of a crystallographic phase transition, happening
relatively high angles that exclude the presence of a m
netic contribution. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where th
thermal variation of the nuclear peak located betweenQ
560.5° and 2Q563.7° is given. In the space groupPnma,
this peak is formed by the reflections~211!, ~112!, and~031!;
some degrees belowTN the peak spreads out, indicating th
appearance of new Bragg reflections that correspond
symmetry lowering. The low-temperature crystal structu
can be defined in the monoclinicP21 /n space group; in
particular, in the angular range 60.5,2Q,63.7 the new re-
flections~21-1!, ~11-2!, and~130! explain the broadening o
the diffraction peak shown in Fig. 5.

The refinement of the monoclinic structure was perform
from a high resolution NPD pattern collected at 2 K with l
51.59 Å. The pattern was fitted with theP21 /n(C2h

5 ) mono-
clinic space group~the twofold axis parallel toa), with unit-

he
TABLE II. Lattice parameter for CeVO3.

Space group a~Å! b~Å! c~Å! a(°) Vol(Å 3)

RT Pnma 5.5376~2! 7.7864~3! 5.5039~2! 90 237.32~2!

T52 K P21 /n 1 1 5.5730~4! 7.7038~5! 5.5148~3! 89.954~9! 236.77~3!
9-4
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TABLE III. Structural parameters obtained from the Rietve
refinement of the high resolution NPD pattern withl51.59 Å.

Atoms Positions RT~Pnma! T52K(P21 /n 1 1)

x 0.0374~8! 0.0394~10!

Ce y 0.25 0.252~2!

z 0.9907~14! 0.9905~10!

B(Å2) 0.53~7! 0.47~9!

x 0.50 0.50
V1 y 0.00 0.00

z 0.00 0.00
B(Å2) 0.4 0.20

x 0.00
V2 y 0.00

z 0.50
B(Å2) 0.20

x 0.4844~7! 0.4870~7!

O1 y 0.25 0.2465~14!

z 0.0772~8! 0.0768~8!

B(Å2) 0.76~6! 0.34~5!

x 0.2886~5! 0.2756~11!

O2 y 0.0412~3! 0.00363~8!

z 0.7117~5! 0.7103~15!

B(Å2) 0.68~4! 0.34~5!

x 0.1977~13!

O3 y 0.9520~10!

z 0.2103~15!

B(Å2) 0.34~5!

Rp 4.2% 5.0%
Discrep. Rwp 5.2% 6.5%
factors RBragg 7.1% 9.4%

x2 1.1 1.8

TABLE IV. Selected interatomic distances~in Å!. V1 is at ~1/
2,0,0! and V2 at~0,0,1/2!.

RT~Pnma! T52 K(P21 /n 1 1)

Ce-O1 2.396~9! 2.404~7!

Ce-O1 2.520~6! 2.539~7!

Ce-O2(32) 2.405~5! 2.461~11!

Ce-O2(32) 2.634~6! 2.622~11!

Ce-O2(32) 2.748~5! 2.711~13!

Ce-O3 2.331~12!

Ce-O3 2.630~12!

Ce-O3 2.751~13!

^Ce-O& 2.561~2! 2.556~11!

V-O1(32) 1.9943~10! V1-O1(32) 1.947~10!

V-O2(32) 1.998~3! V1-O2(32) 2.048~7!

V-O2’( 32) 2.004~3! V1-O3(32) 2.078~7!

V2-O1(32) 1.999~10!

V2-O2(32) 1.945~7!

V2-O3(32) 1.976~8!

^V-O& 1.9995~5! 1.999~8!
14442
cell parameters related toap ~ideal cubic perovskite,ap

'3.8Å! as a' A2ap , b'2ap , c'A2ap . In the P21 /n
phase there are two crystallographically independent V p
tions ~V1 and V2!, as well as three kinds of nonequivale
oxygen atoms~O1, O2, and O3! all in general positions.
V1O6 and V2O6 octahedra alternate along the three dire
tions of the structure, in such a way that each V1O6 octahe-
dron is linked to six V2O6 octahedra, and vice-versa. The
parameter, characterizing the low-temperature monocl
distortion @89.954(9)° at 2 K#, slightly deviates from 90°,
indicating a strongly pseudo-orthorhombic metric, which e
forces the use of very high resolution tools. The quality
the fit is shown in Fig. 4~b! and the characteristic paramete
after the refinement are presented in Tables II, III, and IV

FIG. 4. Observed~solid circles!, calculated~solid line!, and dif-
ference~bottom line! NPD patterns.~a! NPD pattern at room tem-
perature and~b! NPD pattern atT52 K. The first row of tic marks
correspond to the Bragg reflections of CeVO3, in ~b! the second
row corresponds to the magnetic peaks.

FIG. 5. Thermal evolution of the NPD patterns in the tempe
ture range 2.6,T,300.5 K and for 60.5,2Q,63.7 collected in
D20 in the heating run withl52.40 Å.
9-5
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The analysis of the thermal evolution of the crystal
graphic structure has been carried out by sequentially re
ing the NPD patterns collected in the temperature range 2
300.5 K. The thermal variation of the lattice parameters
presented in Fig. 6. An important change in the lattice
rameters takes place between 100 and 150 K. These v
tions also originate important changes in the unit-cell v
ume, as it can be seen in Fig. 7. The volume, that uniform
decreases on cooling from room temperature, undergo
steeper decrease at aroundTN'136 K, and then experience
an abrupt increase at aroundTt'127 K. On the other hand
there is also a change in the type of the orthorhombic dis
tion in CeVO3, defined as a function of the ratiob/(cA2).
Above the transition,b/(cA2).1 ~O-type!, which trans-
forms tob/(cA2),1 ~O8-type! below the transition; in both
cases thePnmasetting is used. Although the transformatio
starts to be noticed at around 220 K, the ratiob/(cA2) suf-
fers the most important decrease between 100 and 150

The thermal evolution of the atomic distances, in partic
lar the V-O bond lengths, has also been studied. BelowTt ,
the fitting of the NPD patterns has also been carried ou

FIG. 6. Thermal variation of the lattice parameters. For 50,T
,300.5 K Pnmaspace group and for 2.6,T,50 K P21 /n space
group.

FIG. 7. Thermal evolution of the unit cell volume. Inset:~a!
thermal variationb/(A2). ~b! Thermal evolution fora.
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the Pnmaspace group~the monoclinica angle is very close
to 90°). Although the structure is monoclinic in this tem
perature range the resolution of the NPD patterns collec
with l52.42 Å is not high enough to enable a full refin
ment in theP21 /n space group, which would give rise t
large errors in the V-O distances. The thermal variation of
V-O distances determined in this way is presented in Fig
The short equatorial V-O2 distance in theac plane and the
V-O1 distance along b are similar at high temperature,
they split out below 150 K. The changes in the V-O distanc
take place between 120 and 150 K. Let us point out that
axial V-O1 distance along b undergoes an abrupt increas
around 50 K. The short V-O2 equatorial distance also suff
a change at around this temperature. We will show later
this structural change is correlated to a magnetic transi
that takes place at around 50 K.

B. Magnetic structure resolution

Upon cooling below 140 K, the~100!1~001! and the
~120!1~021! Bragg reflections, that are forbidden by th
Pnmaspace group, start to be observed~see Fig. 9!, indicat-
ing the appearance of a magnetic ordering belowTN , in
good agreement with the magnetic measurements. The m
netic structure is defined by the propagation vectork50, and
only those magnetic reflections withk52n and h1 l 52n
11 are observed. As temperature decreases, the intensi
the magnetic peaks increases until nearly achieving sat
tion, but at around 50 K some new changes are observe
the NPD patterns. As shown in Fig. 9, the intensity of t
observed magnetic~100!1~001! reflections decrease below
this temperature, and in another case, such as the~120!
1~021!1~02-1! reflections, increase with a steeper slope~see
Fig. 9!. On the other hand, new reflections appear, as sho
in Fig. 10 for the ~10-1!1~101!1~020! and ~200!1~002!
1~121!1~12-1! reflections. This reveals the establishment
a new magnetic arrangement. In the new magnetic struct
the magnetic unit cell also coincides with the chemical o
~k50!; now the observed magnetic reflections are those w
k52n.

FIG. 8. Thermal variation of the V-O atomic distances. In t
calculations it has been considered that the crystallographic s
ture is orthorhombic,Pnmaspace group.
9-6
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In the resolution of the magnetic structure, we have ta
into consideration those solutions that are compatible w
the symmetry of the space group and that are presente
Tables V and VI. For the V atoms, we have considered th
solutions with equal moments for both vanadium sites
and V2. Let us point out that in the temperature range 1
,T,136 K, the structure is orthorhombic~space group
Pnma! and there is only a site for the V atoms; in this ca
all the solutions deduced by the group theory analysis im
the same magnetic moment for all the vanadium atoms.31

In the temperature range 50,T,136 K, and after check-
ing all the different solutions, the best agreement with
experimental data is obtained if only the vanadium magn

FIG. 9. Thermal variation of the magnetic peaks~100!1~001!
and ~120!1~021!1~02-1!.

FIG. 10. Thermal variation of the magnetic peaks~10-1!1~101!
1~020! and ~200!1~002!1~121!1~12-1!.
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moments become ordered and the spin arrangement is g
by the basis vector (0,0,Gz).

32 The Gz basis vector implies
that the coupling among the magnetic moments ism1z5
2m2z5m3z52m4z ; the notation for the position of the V
atoms is given in Table V. For this coupling, only the refle
tions with k52n and h1 l 52n11 are allowed. The good
agreement between the observed and calculated NPD
terns atT564.8 K is presented in Fig. 11~a!. As it is indi-
cated in Table VII, atT564.8 K the refined magnetic mo
ment for the ordered vanadium atoms ism51.31(3) mB .

In the temperature rangeT,50 K, the fitting of the ex-
perimental data is only acceptable if we assume that b
V31 and Ce31 ions participate in the magnetic ordering. Th
spin arrangement is given by (Fx,0,Gz) and (Fx8,0,Gz8) for
the V31 and Ce31 ions, respectively. The ferromagnet
component for the Ce31 ions is negligible, for instance a
T52.6 K the ferromagnetic component value is 0.11(5)mB .
In contrast, at the same temperature, for the V31 ions the
ferromagnetic component value is 0.87(6)mB . The results
of the fitting atT52.6 K are listed in Table VII and the goo
agreement between the calculated and observed NPD
terns can be seen in Fig. 11~b!. The thermal evolution of the
magnetic moments in all the temperature range is show
Fig. 12. The magnetic structure in both temperature range
represented in Fig. 13.

V. DISCUSSION

The magnetization and specific heat measurements h
confirmed that CeVO3 becomes magnetically ordered belo

TABLE V. Basic vectors for the V31 ions, which has been take
from Ref. 15.

V1 V2

2~1/2,0,0! 3~0,1/2,1/2! 1~0,0,1/2! 4~1/2,1/2,0! Eq. mom.

G1 F1

1

1
G F1

1̄

1̄
G F1

1̄

1̄
G F1

1̄

1̄
G ~Fx ,Ax!

~Cy ,Gy!

~Cz ,Gz!

G2 F1

1

1
G F1̄

1

1
G F1

1

1
G F1̄

1

1
G (Cx ,Gx)

(Fy ,Ay)

(Fz ,Az)

TABLE VI. Basis vectors for the Ce31 ions. The notation for
the posicions are 5(x,y,z),6(x11/2,y11/2,z11/2),7(x,y,z) and
8(x11/2,y11/2,z11/2).

Ce5 Ce6 Ce7 Ce8

G1 @111# @11̄1̄# @111# @11̄1̄# (F8x ,G8y ,G8z)

G2 @111# @ 1̄11# @ 1̄1̄1̄# @11̄1̄# (A8x ,C8y ,C8z)

G3 @111# @ 1̄11# @111# @ 1̄11# (G8x ,F8y ,F8z)

G4 @111# @11̄1̄# @ 1̄1̄1̄# @ 1̄11# (C8x ,A8y ,A8z)
9-7
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A. MUÑOZ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 144429 ~2003!
TN'136 K. Neutron diffraction measurements have sho
that immediately belowTN , only the vanadium moment
participate in the magnetic ordering, adopting a spin arran
ment given by the basis vector (0,0,Gz). On the other hand
at Tt'124 K the sample undergoes a crystallographic tr
sition from a high-temperature orthorhombic structure, sp
group Pnma, to a low-temperature monoclinic structur
space groupP21 /n. The anomaly observed in the specifi
heat measurements at around 50 K corresponds to the
pearance of a ferromagnetic component along thea direction
on the vanadium atoms, and to the simultaneous orderin
the Ce atoms. The spin arrangement for the Ce atom
given by (Fx8,0,Gz8); this basis vector belongs to the sam
irreducible representation than that defining the magn
structure for the V atoms.

FIG. 11. Observed~solid circles!, calculated~solid line!, and
difference~bottom line! NPD patterns.~a! For T564.8 K and~b!
for T52.6 K. The first row of tic marks correspond to the Bra
reflections of CeVO3, the second row to the magnetic peaks and
third row to the vanadium sample holder.
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The ordering of the Ce31 ions is clearly observed in the
NPD data, since important changes in the thermal evolu
of the magnetic reflections appear at around 50 K, wh
cannot be explained by a change in the arrangement of
magnetic moments of the V31 ions. At low temperature, the
magnetic moments of the V31 and Ce31 ions, and also, the
ferromagnetic component in the V31 ions seem to attain
saturation. The saturation of the ferromagnetic compon
can account for the saturation observed in the FC susce
bility below 7 K.

It is worthwhile to compare the entropy change that a
pears in the specific heat belowTN , for instance, for the zero
magnetic field curve, with the theoretical one. For the V31

cations, the expected entropy change for spin onlyS51 is
DS15Rln(2S11)59.13 J/mol K; the ground state of th
Ce31 cations is 2F5/2 with a J55/2 multiplet, what would
imply an entropy changeD S5Rln(6)514.90 J/mol K. So,
the total expected entropy change is 24.03 J/mol K. The t
change in the entropy observed experimentally below 150
if the entropy change in the Schottky anomaly is included
19.83 J/mol K. This value is slightly below the expected on
The Ce31 ions order at aroundTCe550 K, which is a rela-
tively high temperature. The ordering can be due either to
Ce-Ce exchange interactions or to the Ce-V interactions,
on considering that atT550 K the ordering in the V sublat
tice is well established, and as the ordering of the Ce su
tice is given by the basis vectors of the same irreduci

e

FIG. 12. Thermal evolution of the magnetic moments for t
V31 and Ce31 ions. Inset: Thermal evolution of the individual com
ponents for the V31 sublattice.
nsid-
TABLE VII. Results from the magnetic structure determination. In the refinement, it has only be co
ered the angular range 10,2Q,94o.

T564.8 K T52.6 K

V31 Ce31 V31 Ce31

Solution (0,0,Gz) (Fx,0,Gz) (Fx8,0,Gz8)
mB @0,0,1.31~3!# @0.87~6!,0,1.49~3!# @-0.11~5!,0,-0.45~3!#

umu(mB) 1.31~3! 1.72~4! 0.46~3!

Discrep. RB~nuclear!54.7% RB~nuclear!56.9%
Factors RB~magnet.!56.5% RB~magnet.!510.5%

x252.8 x253.1
9-8
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CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AND MAGNETIC TRANSITIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 144429 ~2003!
representation, it can be assumed that the ordering is ma
caused by the Ce-V exchange interaction. This interac
would originate a molecular field at the Ce positions, th
would split the ground Kramers doublet into two leve
which would cause the Schottky anomaly observed in
specific heat. Ifm is the effective magnetic moment of th
Ce31 ions in the ground state, the effective molecular fie
can be estimated from the energy separation between the
levels of the doublet determined from the Schottky anom
since D(0)52mBmf . In the presence of an external ma
netic field it is verified thatD(B)52m(B1Bmf). From the
data obtained atB50 T andB51 T an effective magnetic
momentm50.36mB andBmf51.8 T is obtained. This effec
tive magnetic moment is very close to the magnetic mom
obtained from the neutron diffraction measurements aT
52.6 K, m50.46(3)mB . By assuming that the molecula
field does not change with the magnetic field, it is possible
estimate the effective magnetic moment for the other cur
by taking into consideration the splitting of the two leve
The different effective magnetic moments forB53,6, and 9
T are, respectively,m50.47, 0.53, and 0.63mB . These val-
ues are coherent with the magnetic moment obtained in
neutron diffraction measurements.

The anomalous diamagnetism observed in the RVO3 com-
pounds belowTt has been associated with an antipara
orientation of the weak ferromagnetic component of
canted antiferromagnetic structure with respect to the ex
nal magnetic field.16,17,20The magnetic structure determine
by neutron diffraction belowTt for the V sublattice is
(0,0,Gz); the presence of a very weak ferromagnetic com
nent, below the detection threshold of NPD, cannot be
cluded. In fact, below 50 K the ferromagnetic componen
already detectable by NPD, in a magnetic arrangement
fined as (Fx,0,Gz) for the V31 moments. The abrupt increas
of the ferromagnetic component below 50 K accounts for
fact that the magnetization observed in the ZFC suscept
ity becomes more negative. Let us point out that the ano
lous diamagnetism is associated with an antiparallel orie
tion of the ferromagnetic component with respect to
magnetic field.

The magnetic moment determined for the V atoms in
magnetic structure resolution, 1.72(4)mB at T52.6 K, sug-
gests that the electronic configuration for the vanadium
ions is d2, which implies a 31oxidation state. In the VO6
octahedra, the crystal field splitting of the V 3d orbitals de-

FIG. 13. A view of the magnetic structure of CeVO3 ~a! for
50,T,136 K and~b! for T,50 K.
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2 eg electronic configuration for the V31 ions.

The octahedral distortion experienced below the crysta
graphic transition accounts for an additional splitting of t
electronic levels into a singlet and a doublet. For a O’-ty
distortion, withb/(cA2),1, the ground state is the singlet16

whereas for the O distortion,b/(cA2).1, the ground state
is the doublet. Therefore, belowTt ~O’ type! one of thed2

electrons occupy the singlet and the other is in one of
levels of the doublet.

In the transition from the orthorhombic to the monoclin
structure, a dramatic change takes place in the lattice par
eters of the unit cell, although they start to experiment i
portant variations at the magnetic transitionTN , some de-
grees aboveTt . This indicates that the magnetic transition
accompanied by a magnetostrictive effect. Whereasa andc
unit-cell parameters increase when cooling across the tra
tion, b notably decreases, which gives rise to the decre
observed in the unit-cell volume. At room temperature t
observed O-type distortion is very small, what implies
subtle distortion of the VO6 octahedra, which in fact could
be considered as pseudo-regular octahedra. However, b
Tt the O’-type distortion is much stronger, evolving wit
temperature: a minimum inb/(cA2) is reached below 70 K
The two kinds of VO6 octahedra in the monoclinic phase a
alternately compressed along the axial b direction (V1O6) or
elongated along the same axial direction (V2O6). Looking at
successivea-c planes, across they direction, we observe tha
in the y50 layer, all the V atoms have the long-bond a
short-bond V-O pairs along the@10-1# and @101# directions,
respectively, whereas in they51/2 layer, the long-bond and
short-bond pairs are along the@101# and @10-1# directions,
respectively~in the orthorhombic phase, the arrangement
the long-bond and short-bond is the same in they50 and
y51/2 layers!. This arrangement, displayed in Fig. 14, su
gests the presence of an orbital ordering, which can be
scribed as follows: thedxy orbital associated with the single
is occupied at every V position, with thex andy axes taken
along the@101# and @10-1# directions. According to Sawad
et al. Ref. 33, the twodxz and dyz orbitals, associated with
the doublet, withz taken along the@010# direction, would be

FIG. 14. Schematic representation of the V-O bonds~V atoms
are the dark circles!, displaying the alternation of short and lon
bonds that suggests an orbital ordering effect~see text!. Distances
in Å.
9-9
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occupied depending on the orientation of the long-bond p
The dxz orbital would be preferentially occupied at the
atoms with a V-O long-bond pair along the x directio
whereas for thedyz orbital the long-bond pair should be i
they direction. So, the occupied orbitals for the V atoms 1,
3, and 4~defined in Table V! would be, respectively,dxy ;
dyz , dxy ; dyz , dxy ; dxz ; anddxy ; dxz .

With respect to the magnetic structure, the spin arran
ment for the V31 ions is given by (0,0,Gz) in the tempera-
ture range 50,T,136 K, what implies that the coupling
between the V31 ions in thea-c plane is antiferromagnetic
and that the coupling between thea-c planes along theb
direction is ferromagnetic. By contrast, in the heavier ra
earth orthovanadates, the magnetic structure is usually g
by the basis vectorA, which implies an antiferromagneti
coupling between thea-c layers along theb direction. On the
other hand, in the temperature rangeT,50 K, the magnetic
structure is (Fx,0,Gz) and (Fx8,0,Gz8) for the V31 and Ce31

ions, respectively. For the V31 sublattice, the new ordering
implies a reorientation of the moments in the a-c plane. C
cerning the ordering of the Ce31 ions, it is very likely due to
the V-Ce exchange interaction, as the symmetry of spin
rangement of the Ce31 sublattice is the same as the V31

sublattice. Let us point out that the Ce atoms are arrange
a-c planes, and every Ce layer is between two V layers al
the b direction, that present the same spin arrangement.

It is remarkable that the ordering of the rare-earth ions
only been detected in some members of the RVO3 ~Ref. 5!
family, in particular those rare-earth cations with strong m
netic moments such as Er31 or Tm31, and at temperature
lower than 20 K~16 K for ErVO3 and 13 K for TmVO3). In
our case, the Ce31 ions order below 50 K, in spite of thei
relatively weak expected magnetic moment of 2.54mB .
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The magnetization and specific heat measurements h
confirmed that CeVO3 undergoes magnetic ordering belo
TN'136 K. A negative value in the magnetization is o
served in the ZFC susceptibility curve belowTt'124 K,
indicating the presence of an anomalous diamagnetism. N
tron diffraction measurements have shown that, atTt , the
orthorhombic structure observed at room temperature, sp
group Pnma, becomes monoclinic, space groupP21 /n.
Across the crystallographic transition there is also a cha
in the distortion of the VO6 octahedra: at room temperatu
the distortion is O type, withb/(cA2).1 and it changes to
O8 type with b/(cA2),1, what implies a change in the o
bital ordering.

The magnetic structures are characterized by the prop
tion vector k50; immediately belowTN the spin arrange-
ment is given by the basis vector (0,0,Gz), concerning only
the vanadium moments. The anomaly observed in the s
cific heat measurements at around 50 K corresponds
magnetic transition to another magnetic spin arrangem
also characterized withk50; on the one hand, a ferromag
netic component appears on the vanadium atoms, wh
adopt the magnetic structure (Fx,0,Gz), and, on the other
hand, the cerium atoms order with a spin arrangement gi
by (Fx8,0,Gz8). At T52.6 K the magnetic moment for th
V31 and Ce31 ions are 1.72(4)mB and 0.46(3)mB , respec-
tively; the V31 ions present a ferromagnetic compone
along thea axis of 0.87(6)mB , whereas the ferromagneti
components for the Ce31 ions is very weak.
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